
 

Transmission Planning Improvement Task Force (TPITF) 
Dallas, Texas 
June 30, 2015 

8:00 a.m. – 3:00 p.m. 
• M i n u t e s •  

 
Agenda Item 1: Welcome (Brian Gedrich) 
Brian Gedrich started the meeting with a roll call of participants attending the meeting 
in-person followed by participants on the conference call.  Brian also reviewed the open 
action items as well as the draft minutes from the 6/1/15 meeting. 

• Review Action Items: 
1. Steve Gaw and Alan Myers to consider options for the ITP20.  

(COMPLETE) 
 Alan and Steve provided written comments for the group to discuss.  

Document will be posted with the draft minutes. 
2. John Mills to look into the MOD tool and its capabilities and report to the 

group. (OPEN) 
 Item was not brought up for discussion.  

3. Juliano Freitas to provide ideas on the ITP10 scope issue. (OPEN) 
 Item will be discussed on the 7/17 WebEx/conference call. 

4. John Mills and Juliano Freitas to look into the effect an 18-month planning 
process will have on the model build processes. (OPEN) 
 Item will be discussed on the 7/17 WebEx/conference call. 

5. SPP Staff to review the Working Group/Stakeholder approval processes. 
(OPEN) 
 Item was not brought up for discussion. 

6. Brian Gedrich to research the ERCOT model build tool. (COMPLETE) 
 Jay Teixeira with ERCOT presented an overview of their NMMS modeling 

tool. 

• Review/approve 6/1/15 draft meeting minutes: 

Brian Gedrich opened the floor for discussion regarding the draft minutes for the 
6/1/15 meeting.  There was no discussion or proposed revisions.  Mo Awad 
motioned to approve the draft minutes as posted and the motion was seconded 
by Alan Myers.  The motion passed. 

A copy of the meeting attendees will be posted along with the meeting minutes. 



 

Agenda Item 2: 18-Month Planning Discussion (Brian Gedrich/Scott Maple) 
ITP20:  With the review of the Action Items, Alan Myers started the discussion of the 
thoughts he and Steve Gaw documented regarding a 20-year assessment.  This 
discussion was postponed until later in the meeting and resumed after Jay Teixeira’s 
presentation and discussion regarding the proposed 18-month planning process. Both 
sets of discussions are captured below. 

• Alan Myers reviewed the purpose of a 20-year assessment as outlined in the 
Synergistic Planning Project Team (SPPT) report1.  He also shared several 
reasons for keeping the assessment: 

o The ITP20 is particularly useful in assessing transmission construction 
options. Information developed through the ITP20 helps to identify needs 
for high voltage circuits under a variety of viable future scenarios and can 
add important information to the narrower and near term study process.  
The interaction of the results of the ITP20 and the ITP10 processes 
increases the likelihood of a no regrets result in construction of new 
infrastructure.  

o Strategic value – SPP BOD and SPC have expressed desire to be able to 
have a wider set of available information when considering the results of 
ITP10 and ITPNT studies.  Of interest is the effect different long-term 
industry drivers (water-shortage, large changes in fuel prices, policy shifts, 
etc.) can have on the general composition of plans being considered 
today.  Information and insights gleaned from the ITP20 provide a flexible 
and robust set of outcomes useful in making nearer term decisions.  

o Planning value – the availability of a longer-term strategic vision can better 
inform planning decisions regarding “right-sizing” projects and helps to 
support a range of likely future outcomes.  An example that was given was 
building a project to a certain rating and operating it at a lower rating; such 
as building to 230 kV and operating at 161 kV. 

• Steve Gaw noted they did not express how the assessment should be done, but 
rather focused on the value of performing the study.  He continued the 
application of the study needs to improve offering as examples the frequency of 
the study and how the information is used.  Steve also stated items from a 20-
year study will help lead the direction of the ITP10. 

o Juliano Freitas shared for the last ITP20, five futures were studied and 
consolidated into a single portfolio of projects.  He added an option may 
be to develop a portfolio for each future.  Steve Gaw responded the value 
of consolidating projects into a single portfolio is questionable. 

• Wayman Smith stated he still did not know what the information from a 20-year 
study will be used for.  Antoine Lucas responded that a project identified in a past 

                                            
1 SPPT Report Posting 
 

http://www.spp.org/section.asp?group=1445&pageID=27


 

ITP20 assessment has been selected as a project to address a need in a recent 
ITP10 study. 

• Mo Awad shared there are issues with pulling projects from one term to another 
and cited the Walkemeyer project as a recent example. 

• Options for performing a 20-year study were to push it to Jay Caspary’ s group or 
put the responsibility of the study under the control of the SPC. 

o Alan Myers suggested a tariff-prescribed standard for performing the 
assessment every 5 years. 

o Antoine Lucas commented for the study to be useful, it will have to mirror 
SPP’s process, which would impact staff as far as supporting the study. 

• Antoine Lucas shared the 20-year model would get topology from the 10-yr 
model.   

• Alan Myers stated the 20-year model is basically an economic model. 

• Steve Gaw commented the study would allow for broader futures. 

• Alan Myers offered the study would be more of an SPC initiative rather than a 
working group initiative and results would feed the 10-year assessment. 

• Wayman Smith shared there will be some Order 1000 implications.  Will have to 
fit the 20-year project into the 10-year for competition purposes.  He asked how 
the robustness of a project would be considered if it is not the least cost. 

• Antoine Lucas commented it will be key if criteria could be defined on the front 
end.  He added it is not getting easier to obtain ROW and that has to be taken 
into consideration when proposing projects and the 20-year study could help with 
that. 

• John Krajewski added tariff language would be needed for projects coming out of 
the ITP20 process. 

• Brian Gedrich shared the BOD wants the 20-year look to help with the strategic 
look at the transmission system.  A recommendation will need to be made to pull 
the ITP20 out of the planning cycle.  Prefer one study every five years outside of 
the planning cycle (stand-alone) under the direction of the SPC or the BOD. 

18-Month Planning Cycle:  Antoine Lucas presented assessment scenarios to the 
group to assist with organizing the discussion.  Three scenarios were presented with 
various durations for the long-term assessment (ITP10) portion of the cycles.  Along 
with a visual of the cycle timelines, the slides included SPP staff feedback on potential 
impacts/pain points as well as possible mitigations for each scenario.  The scenarios 
were as follows: 

• 6-Mth Long-Term Assessment  



 

 
• 8-Mth Long-Term Assessment 

 
• 12-Mth Long-Term Assessment 

 
The scenarios centered on the length of time available to perform the long-term 
assessment (ITP10).  The length of the assessment period for each scenario has an 
effect on the modeling portion of the planning cycles.  The following captures 
discussions regarding the cycle scenarios. 
6-Mth LT Assessment Window 

• Mo Awad stated the load forecast for the scenario would not be updated, which 
would affect the accuracy of the model. 

• Alan Myers asked if the ITP10 and NT studies would use the same NT model.  
John Mills replied both studies would start with the same model but it would be 
tweaked for the ITP10 study. 

o Antoine Lucas added the ITP10 does not use the NT model; it uses the 
topology. 

o Alan Myers replied a powerflow model would be needed for years 1, 3, 5, 
and 10 while the economic model would require different years. 

o Wayman Smith added there would be issues with dispatches. 
o Juliano Freitas added the process would also require resource plans for 

each model. 
o Mo Awad informed the group the last NT included models for years 2, 4, 

and 6 (summer/winter peaks and light load). 

• Mo Awad added the ITP10 and NT studies use the same dispatch, which would 
eliminate the need for the CBA model.  John Mills replied the dispatch for the 
study models should go along with the CBA dispatch. 

• Lloyd Kolb asked if the ITP10 used proxy resources.  Antoine Lucas responded 
yes; for the 10-year forecast, generation will have to be added. 



 

o Steve Gaw shared discussion is starting on how generation is included.  
Looking to build criteria around it. 

• Alan Myers added the ITP10 observes reserve margin and the NT does not.  He 
suggested to collapse into one model. 

• Steve Gaw asked if it would be feasible to perform a 10-year study with a 6-year 
portion for the NT look.  Mo Awad responded there may be some issues with the 
earlier years regarding NERC compliance for annual assessments. 

• Jason Atwood asked how adding an economic look for the NT would work with 
the current process. Alan Myers suggested the ITP10 and NT could be combined 
into one study and not looked at as separate near-term and long-term 
assessments.  (This request has been rolled up into a larger action item 
regarding economics in the near-term as well as the long-term). 

• Jody Holland offered the economic model build could be pushed to the front and 
overlapped with the next cycle. 

• Brian Gedrich asked if the reliability assessment looked at a 1-hour peak load. 
Jason Atwood replied yes. 

• Wayman Smith asked about the DC/AC curves and Antoine Lucas replied the 
program TARA is now being used in lieu of DC/AC curves and where it was a 2-
day process, it now takes TARA just a few hours. 

• Mo Awad shared there is not enough time for the long-term assessment in the 6-
month scenario considering the amount of time allotted to the model build. 

• Lloyd Kolb asked if there would be pushback on shortening the timeframe for 
receiving load forecasts.  He also asked if staff checks the accuracy of the 
forecasts they receive and how much variation they see in them.  Antoine Lucas 
replied staff performs sensitivity analysis on the load forecast to show the value 
of projects under different load levels.  The analyses do not drive project 
selection. 

o Mo Awad added commonality can be created through the MDWG manual 
that guides how loads are forecasted; for example the submittal of 50/50 
loads. 

o Antoine Lucas shared issues are not always technical in nature.  Usually 
see issues with time and using an old forecast.  Regional issues are 
typically minor, while zonal issues can be a big deal.  Would have to have 
explicit policy to guide the forecasting. 

o Steve Gaw suggested the development of criteria around exceptions and 
how to get them included/reviewed. 

o Brian Gedrich inquired as to when load forecasts are submitted in the 
process.  Mo Awad replied by 12/31, which is the last time to update per 
the model build schedule. 



 

 Alan Myers added different companies have different cycles, which 
makes it hard to coordinate dates. 

 Mo Awad advised the group to be aware of the differences between 
a load forecast and load model as processes are being discussed. 

12-Month LT Assessment Window  

• Aravind Chellappa commented he was not sure how the powerflow and NT 
models could be built in parallel as shown in the 12-month LT assessment 
window diagram.  Antoine Lucas responded his comment was the point of the 
scenarios in highlighting the potential issues involved with the timing of the 
processes involved in the planning cycles. 

• Alan Myers shared he did not feel there was anything unsurmountable but could 
foresee some pain with the modeling changes to the standard processes.  Some 
of the needed changes would be a change to members’ current way of thinking. 

• Alan Myers asked is SPP staff was still thinking about a multiple futures look.  
Antoine Lucas replied the TPITF should determine the cycle window first and 
then what the task force would want in the cycle.  SPP staff would then consider 
what it would take to make it work. 

• Steve Gaw asked if combining the ITP10 with the ITPNT would cause the three 
futures to go across 10 years or be narrowed down due to the near-term aspect.  
Brian Gedrich speculated the three futures would go out 10 years considering the 
difficulty with completing projects within three years anyway. 

• Brian Gedrich added Order 1000 will impact the length of the assessment. 

• Mo Awad shared he liked the 8-month assessment window scenario the best 
with some tweaks like adjusting the model build windows and combining the 
near-term and long-term looks into one study. 

o Wayman Smith replied with the 8-month scenario there could be some 
issues with the MDWG model build process.  Could have two- or three-
year old data.  He added consideration needs to be given to the 
ramifications of an 18-month planning cycle; suggesting a 24-month 
planning cycle may be more appropriate. 

• Jody Holland stated in order to shorten the schedule, SPP staff needs teeth to 
enforce the schedule.  Models have to be reviewed and data not submitted late.  
Alan Myers responded this type of enforcement must be a policy item. 

o John Mills added his modeling team has started reporting to the MGWG 
and TWG but still have additional passes beyond the approved schedule.  
He echoed Alan’s comment regarding it as a policy item. 

o Antoine Lucas replied there is a re-evaluation process that can be used 
when customers have questions/issues in order to address them rather 
than re-running a study. 



 

Action Item:  Determine what SPP staff enforcement would look like. 

• Wayman Smith suggested shortening model data submittal windows to save 
time, adding people will generally wait to the end of the request window to submit 
the data. 

• Alan Myers added thought needs to be given to how to shorten data cycles.  He 
expressed a need for an incremental process for building models. 

• Wayman Smith commented the models should be updated during the 
assessment window.  Antoine Lucas replied this could lead to the same member 
issue of not using the most accurate data. 

o Lloyd Kolb added frequency has benefit but could impact the accuracy of 
data. 

12-Mth LT Assessment Window - Alternative Schedule Scenario 

 
English Cook piggybacked off Wayman Smith’s comment regarding updating models 
during the assessment window by offering an alternative assessment scenario to the 
18-month planning cycle discussion (scenario pictured above).  The scenario consisted 
of paralleling the building of short-term and long-term models by combining the 
powerflow and NT models into one Steady State model and producing it in conjunction 
with an Economic model build.  The model build process would overlap with the last six 
months of the assessment window, allowing an 18-month planning cycle to produce an 
annual report.   

• Juliano Freitas offered there could be issues with the development of a new 
scope during a study and model build due to the past delays in completing and 
approve a study scope.  He cited as an example the lack of approval of the last 
ITP10’s scope until October 2014 which coincided with the approval of the 
study’s portfolio. 

o Antoine Lucas added that issue could be addressed if particular scope 
items that are repetitive from study to study could be standardized.  
Examples given were the number of futures and methodologies.  He 
added a lot of time is spent on policy survey review, consolidation 
methodology, and resource plan. 

Action Item:  SPP staff to explore scope boundaries (# of futures, meaningful 
sensitivities, etc.) and develop an example of a scope. 
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o Kip Fox noted a standardized scope was explored in the past and 
received a lot of pushback. 

o Lloyd Kolb commented with the integrated market and CBA in place, we 
may be at a good point to relook at standardizing the scope. 

o Antoine Lucas added a big issue with developing a more standard scope 
will be with stakeholders not wanting to look ahead. 

o Steve Gaw replied standardization will help but a new approval process 
may need to be developed. 

o Sam Loudenslager shared there is a need to define what is and is not 
standard in the scope. 

o Steve Gaw added there is also a need to explain scope items to help unify 
interpretations of stakeholders. Get agreement on what we can on the 
things that are the same each study. 
 Wayman Smith commented the use of the term “standardized” 

sounds too restrictive.  He suggested it be couched in a way that 
shows what needs to happen to meet the schedule; establish 
boundaries with some flexibility. 

o Antoine Lucas stated scope items need to be looked at from the 
standpoint of what can be done and what it will take to do it rather than 
from just if it fits into your current process, schedule, etc. 

• Alan Myers commented the group may need to look at starting the assessment in 
April to align with the BOD.  Will also need to consider the DPP window. 

• Brian Gedrich stated the use of incentive or participation points needs to be 
considered with Order 1000.  Need to determine the impact of the number of 
DPPs on the process.  Wayman Smith agreed that a determination of how many 
DPPs can be processed is needed. 

o Antoine Lucas replied staff will estimate DPP volume and incorporate it 
into the schedule and evaluate the impacts. 

• John Krajewski advised the group to consider the RCAR with the planning 
process and share the new planning schedule with the RARTF when appropriate. 

• Brian Gedrich emphasized schedules drive timelines and the group needs to 
consider ways to keep working groups and MOPC schedules from delaying the 
process. 

• Juliano Freitas commented the change would impact staff and members.  He 
added items like the load and generation reviews out of the ITP10 process could 
be incorporated into the MDWG data collection windows.  Wayman Smith agreed 
incorporating the data requests would be easier for members. 

• Juliano Freitas noted thought should be given to stakeholder considerations as 
far as staffing for data reviews and submittals.  He suggested the group may 



 

need to rethink some of the actions staff/members take and ask it they provide 
value to the process.  If not, remove them. 

• Wayman Smith suggested consideration be given to layering economic model 
data needs into the MDWG model build schedule. 

Action Item:  Review how economic model data submission may be worked into the 
MDWG model build schedule. 
Action Item: SPP staff to determine what it will take to facilitate the overlapping 
schedule. 
Action Item:  Evaluate the impacts of the parallel build of Steady State and Economic 
models. 

• For TPL compliance, Jody Holland asked if the detail of the study could decrease 
with a PA approach rather than a TP approach.  Mo Awad replied the new NERC 
standard increases requirements for members. 

• Jody Holland asked the group to consider using the TPL or whichever model is 
used for TPL purposes and bring up policy discussions on new planning events.  
Mo Awad responded generation and compliance issues in outer years were a 
stakeholder concern with going to one model for TPL. 

• Mo Awad suggested exploring a schedule option with TPL combined with the 
planning assessment.  Wayman Smith added that could be a mechanism for 
issuing NTCs out of the TPL studies. 

Action Item:  Explore pain points associated with the inclusion of TPL assessment with 
the planning assessment. 
Agenda Item 3: ERCOT Network Model Management System (NMMS) Overview 
(Jay Teixeira) 
Jay Teixeira with ERCOT gave a presentation on ERCOT’s network modeling tool.  
Highlights from the presentation and accompanying discussion are as follows. 

• Breaker node model 

• Buses represented by connectivity node group 

• Build planning model out of operations model 

• NMMS – up to one year 

• Five years to build original model set 

• Two to three months to build cases 

• Build case from April to July 

• Full model build approximately 3.5 months 

• Models updated with slips in projects dates, projects completions and the like.  
No updates for load additions, etc. (topology) 



 

• Brian Gedrich asked if the benefits would be worth the cost.  Kip Fox 
commented operations data would help make a better planning model. 

• Mo Awad acknowledged one tool would be a benefit due to the current 
submission of data to several systems: CROW, MCST, MOD 

• Steve Gaw asked if anyone would be able to determine the cost/value of a tool 
like the NMMS for SPP.  Brian Gedrich offered to look into ERCOT’s cost 
estimate for the tool. 

Action Item:  Brian Gedrich to research ERCOT cost estimates for building the NMMS 
tool. 

• Antoine Lucas stated a good look into the modeling issues will show that some 
are tool related while some are process related.  He added a better job of 
explaining why things do and do not happen in the studies is needed. 

Agenda Item 4: Review of Action Items (Brian Gedrich) 
1. SPP staff:  Explore scope boundaries (# of futures, meaningful sensitivities, etc.) 

and develop an example of a scope. 
2. SPP staff:  Review how economic model data submission may be worked into 

the MDWG model build schedule. 
3. SPP staff:  Determine what it will take to facilitate the overlapping schedule. 
4. Brian Gedrich:  Research ERCOT cost estimates for building the NMMS tool. 
5. Determine what SPP staff enforcement would look like. 
6. Explore pain points associated with the inclusion of TPL assessment with the 

planning assessment. 
7. SPP staff:  Evaluate the impacts of the parallel build of Steady State and 

Economic models. 
Agenda Item 5: Future Meeting Dates and Locations (Brian Gedrich) 
A WebEx/conference call will be scheduled for Friday, July 17th to discuss the action 
items regarding the scope template and issues with paralleling the steady state and 
economic model builds.  The call will be scheduled for 9:00 am CST. 
The next scheduled meeting of the TPITF will be on Thursday, September 3rd at the 
AEP offices in Dallas, Texas.  The meeting will start at 8:00 am and end by 3:00 pm.  
Agenda Item 6: Adjourn (Brian Gedrich) 
Brian Gedrich adjourned the meeting at 2:00 pm. 
 
 



Company Last Name First Name Attending
ITC Great Plains, LLC Myers Alan In Person
Southwest Power Pool Lucas Antoine In Person
Xcel/SPS Chellappa Aravind In Person
NextEra Energy Transmission, LLC Gedrich Brian In Person
NextEra Energy Transmission, LLC Le Don In Person
Southwest Power Pool Cook English In Person
Ameren Services Company Burkey Eric In Person
Northeast Texas Electric Cooperative, Inc. Atwood Jason In Person
City Utilities of Springfield Bradshaw Jerry In Person
South Central MCN, LLC Holland Jody In Person
Nebraska Power Review Board Krajewski John In Person

Mills John In Person
Southwest Power Pool Freitas Juliano In Person

Fox Kip In Person
Golden Spread Electric Cooperative, Inc. Kolb Lloyd In Person
Westar Energy, Inc. Awad Mohammad In Person
Southwest Power Pool Loudenslager Sam In Person

Gaw Steve In Person
Western Area Power Administration - Upper 
Great Plains Region Sanders Steve In Person
American Electric Power Smith Wayman In Person
Southwestern Public Service Company Cude Bruce Net Conference
Kansas City Power & Light Company Onnen Katy Net Conference
SPP Bell Adam Net Conference
SPP Crawford Alex Net Conference
SPP Greb Amber Net Conference
Southwest Power Pool Cook Anthony Net Conference
SPP Poole Blake Net Conference
Hunt Schwarz Brad Net Conference
SPP Hooton Brett Net Conference
Exelon Lyons Chris Net Conference
AR PSC Ireland Cindy Net Conference
Omaha Public Power District Lenihan Dan Net Conference
ND PSC Charles Dave Net Conference
SPP Clark Doug Net Conference
NPPD Betz Dustin Net Conference
Quanta Pfeiffer Ed Net Conference

Nansel Gayle Net Conference
Lao H Net Conference

Southwest Power Pool Terhune Jason Net Conference
OCC Chaplin Jason Net Conference
ERCOT Teixeira Jay Net Conference
BEPC Severson Jeremy Net Conference



WERE Harris Jeremy Net Conference
Kansas City Power & Light Company Flucke Jim Net Conference

Taylor Joe Net Conference
Boshears John Net Conference

KCC Bell John Net Conference
Xcel Energy Schmick Jordan Net Conference
SPRM Foflygen Kevin Net Conference
Southwest Power Pool Hall Kirk Net Conference
Enel Green Power North America, Inc. Szot Lisa Net Conference
BEPC Stoltz Matthew Net Conference
ITC Wegner Michael Net Conference
SPP Rotich Moses Net Conference
SPS Miranda Renee Net Conference
Customized Energy Solutions, LTD Safuto Robert Net Conference

Yokley Ryan Net Conference
SPP Maple Scott Net Conference
SPP Jordan Scott Net Conference
OG&E Hardebeck Steve Net Conference
DATC Tadych Todd Net Conference



Year-20 Assessment 

 

Purpose of assessment 

The ITP 20 was designed to provide a general long-range vision of the EHV transmission system that can 
guide future development.  This vision can be helpful when considering whether a project to be 
constructed should be built at a higher voltage level (e.g. construct a 345 kV line to be operated at 115 
kV initially, etc.) than is needed in the near term. Having this information can result in lower long term 
costs and reduce the land necessary for future transmission needs. It can provide information to inform 
whether a facility should be constructed to accommodate future circuits or in assessing the relative 
advantages and disadvantages of different transmission designs.  The original concept of having a 20 
year study preceding a ten year assessment came out of the SPPT effort. According to the SPPT report: 
the vision would ostensibly consider a range of possible drivers that might potentially have significant 
effects on how the transmission system might be utilized in the future.  The first attempt at the ITP 
20/10 tracked this general concept. The Futures of the ITP 10 were generally within the bookends of the 
ITP 20 and the design from the ITP 20 was relevant and useful to the ITP 10 study and decision process. 
However, the subsequent round of ITP 20/10 was not as connected and has contributed to the concerns 
expressed by some that the ITP 20 may not be worth the effort and expense. 

 

Reasons to keep assessment 

The ITP 20 is particularly useful in assessing transmission construction options. Information developed 
through the ITP20 helps to identify needs for high voltage circuits under a variety of viable future 
scenarios can add important information to the narrower and near term study process.  The interaction 
of the results of the ITP20 and the ITP10 processes increases the likelihood of a no regrets result in 
construction of new infrastructure.  

Strategic value – SPP BOD and SPC have expressed desire to be able to have a wider set of available 
information when considering the results of ITP 10 and ITPNT studies.  Of interest is the effect different 
long-term industry drivers (water-shortage, large changes in fuel prices, policy shifts, etc.) can have on 
the general composition of plans being considered today.  Information and insights gleaned the ITP20 
provides a flexible and robust set of outcomes which is useful in making nearer term decisions.  

Planning value – the availability of a longer-term strategic vision can better inform planning decisions 
regarding “right-sizing” projects and helps to support a range of likely future outcomes.  

Areas for improvement 

The criticism of the ITP 20 has primarily centered around its usefulness, cost and increasing the time it 
takes for the study process in SPP. However, these concerns can easily be addressed if modifications to 
the current process are made.  



Frequency – updating the long-range roadmap every 18 months is not necessary to achieve the goals of 
developing this roadmap.1  Suggest changing the frequency to something along the lines of every five 
years, or more frequently at the direction of the BOD. 2 

Engagement – it is not productive to try to fully engage the technical stakeholder groups or the SPP 
planning staff that is responsible for day-to-day and routing planning analyses.  One option for 
improvement is to shift the ITP20 to Strategic Planning Committee utilizing SPP [special studies group].  
Technical sub-committees such as ESWG and TWG would still be involved as appropriate during the 
study(ies).  However, rather than the year-20 study becoming a primary use of these groups’ time on a 
regular basis, the technical groups would be involved to review methodology and assumptions, 
scenarios and results. 

Use of the Study - The ITP 20 is useful because it provides a range of futures that inform near term 
decision making.  The ITP 20 should provide information as to the size and design of high voltage lines 
that can be referenced in the ITP 10 and near term. Ideally, the Futures in the ITP 10 that occur 
subsequent to the ITP 20 would represent the most likely subset of futures within the ITP 20.  

 

                                                           
1 .  A twenty year outlook is not likely to change radically between studies. If it does SPP has numerous options for 
special studies to deal with this possibility. 
2 One possible design would be to conduct an ITP 20 and ITP 10 at the same time. The ITP 20 would be a look at the 
high voltage needs in year 20 over a set of futures. The ITP 10-and possibly the near term would represent runs in 
Years 10 and a nearer term year assessed against the most viable of the broader array of ITP 20 Futures. 
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 By Jay Teixeira, P.E., Manager, Model Administration 

 Network Modeling - Overview  



 

The Network Model Management System (NMMS) 

 

One system manages all model data for up to one year into the future 



Time-Based Modeling 

Base Model 
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Temporal Network Operations Model 

– A projection of all network changes on or before a given date/time that are 
scheduled to occur up to a year into the future applied to a base model.  
The base model is updated approximately one week after a production 
model load to contain all changes that were included in that load. 

 



NMMS  Applications 

NMMS Applications that handle Real Time and Near Future (up 

to one year) Data: 

• Project Tracker & Coordinator (PTC- ERCOT custom) 

• Information Model Manager (IMM aka CMMS, SGEM) 

NMMS Applications that handle Future Data for Planning 

Models:  

• Model On Demand (MOD) 

Introduction : Slide 4 



What is NMMS? 

The Network Model Management System (NMMS) is a umbrella of 
applications used used to manage, manipulate, prepare, validate, test, 
and provide consistent models to the all model-driven ERCOT 
operational, market and planning systems. 

 

• Utilizes Common Information Model (CIM) standards for integration.   

 

• Built around the Siemens’ Information Model Manager (IMM) and 
Model on Demand (MOD) 

 

• Uses temporal based tracking methodologies to store the network 
model data changes. 

 

• NMMS serves as the single point of entry and maintenance for the 
network model topology used by external ERCOT market participants 
(exception:  Near term changes that need to be reflected in planning 
models). 
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Model Changes 

ICCP 



Steady State Planning Model Creation Process 

Temporal Steady State 

Planning Models 

Pass 0 Incremental Update from IMM 

ERCOT -

TSP     

Review 

 

8 to 10 Iterations 

Load, 

Voltage 

Profiles 

Future 

PMCR 

Gen 

Dispatch 

Profiles 

Standard

PMCR 

New Resources, Recent Changes 

up to Pass 4 

Initial, Pass 4 



Incremental Update 

Terms 

1. Effective Date = Energization Date – date used to determine which 

projects (PMCR) will be included in the output model 

2. TP = Topology Processor – IMM output into Bus/Branch model in form 

of PTI RAW file. 

3. TP Pull Date = the date that Topology Processor Application is run to 

create RAW file.  This is important because it will include all changes to 

IMM up to date of TP Pull with change date prior to Effective Date. 
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Triannual Updates 

Terms 
1. TPIT – Transmission Project and Information Tracking – MOD database pull to 

Excel Spreadsheet for public to see transmission projects. 

2. ALDR – Annual Load Data Request – update of load forecast by all load entities 

3. DSA/DSB – Data Set A and B – Data Set A are near term seasonal cases, Data Set 

B are up to 7 year out summer peak, minimum load, and high wind – low load 

YR-1 (YR=Following Year) 

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec 

      

Build YR DSA & YR DSB 
(Apply YR-1 ALDR) 

  Update YR DSA & YR DSB 
    

Update YR-1 
DSA & 

YR-1 DSB   
Update YR-1 DSA 

  
Update YR-1 DSA 

    

  

March 1 
- Post 
Base 
Cases 
and TPIT 

  
 

  

July 1 - 
Post Base 
Cases 
and TPIT 

  
 

  

 Oct 15 - 
Post Base 
Cases 
and TPIT 

    

  

Update Con Files 
and Planning 

Data Dictionary 
    

Update Con Files 
and Planning Data 

Dictionary 
    

Update Con Files 
and Planning Data 

Dictionary   
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Protocol Audit Results 

Nodal Protocol Section 3.10(5), effective January 3, 2011, states;  

• “ERCOT shall use consistent information within and between the various 

models used by ERCOT Operations, ERCOT Planning, and other workgroups 

in a manner that yields consistent results. For operational and planning models 

that are intended to represent the same system state the results should be 

consistent and the naming should be identical. An independent audit must be 

performed at least annually to confirm that consistent information is used in all 

ERCOT Operations models.”  

Planning cases were first built from IMM for new cases completed in July 

2012. 

Population Matches Bus Branch  Trans Rating 

1st Audit – Apr 8, 2011 

 

86% 80% 46% Significant 

Improvements 

Needed   

2nd Audit – Nov 30, 2012 

 

100% 100% 100% Controlled 
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Cost of Implementation 

NMMS was part of $661 M project to convert from Zonal to Nodal market 

system that went live in December 2010. 

 

From the Siemens standard ODMS product, many ERCOT changes were 

made with a $1 M dollar/1.5 year project to modify TP rules to satisfy 

ERCOT Transmission Service Providers.  These changes were made in 

IMM to reduce number of MOD Standard PMCRs. 

– Create multi-segment lines 

– Allow load and shunt equipment to be put on another bus 

– Allow transformer tap just for planning cases to modify or 

replace tap in operations case 

– Add distribution level (which is not modeled) shunt devices 

– Ratings on breakers/disconnects 
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NMMS Development 

 

 

 

 

 

Questions? 



Current Cycle 

The Transmission Planning Improvement Task Force has requested that SPP staff 
develop impact statements on moving from a 36-month planning horizon to an 
18-month planning cycle. 
 
The following slides show 18-month planning scenarios with 6-month, 8-month, 
and 12-month long-term assessment windows. Impacts and pain points are 
highlighted, along with potential mitigations. 
 
One assumption for the potential mitigations is that they may require revisions to 
the tariff.  
 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28

Powerflow Model Economic Model ITP10 Assessment
NT Model

ITPNT Assessment



6-Month Long-Term Assessment 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24

NT Model ITPNT Assessment

Powerflow Model Economic Model ITP10 Assessment

 Impacts/Pain Points  Mitigation 
• Modeling department would need to build Power 

Flow, NT, and CBA all at same time. 
• Adjust model build schedule to build required models in 

parallel. 

• If next cycle starts in month 19 there will be outside 
world model data issues. 

• Narrow scope to tier 1 rather than entire Eastern 
Interconnection and use JOA to keep current with tier 1. 

• Issue with age of model; what about fresh data? • Develop process/tool to update planning model as new 
data is received. 

• Dynamics models usually done in month 10, NT 
dynamics models in months 11-12. 

• Eliminate dynamics in the ITPNT or develop approach to 
accelerate the dynamic model build. 

• Load is not locked down until pass 3, month 5.  Any 
NT or CBA model prior to this will show a generation 
stack based on an unapproved load profile. 

• Lock load down by Pass 1 or Pass 2. 

• The ITP10 assessment includes multiple sequential 
milestones; the length of each is predicated on the 
scope. In six months, we have limited time to perform 
all the analysis. 

• Reduce study scope by simplifying the analysis or cutting 
some milestones that provide less value. 



8-Month Long-Term Assessment 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24

ITPNT AssessmentNT Model

Economic Model ITP10 Assessment

Powerflow Model

 Impacts/Pain Points   Mitigation 
• Modeling department would need to build Power 

Flow, NT, and CBA all at same time. 
• Adjust model build schedule to build required models in 

parallel. 

• If next cycle starts in month 19, there will be 
outside world model data issues. 

• Narrow scope to tier 1 rather than entire Eastern 
Interconnection and use JOA to keep current with tier 1. 

• Issue with age of model; what about fresh data? • Develop process/tool to update planning model as new 
data is received. 

• Load is not locked down until pass 3, Month 5.  
Any NT or CBA model prior to this will show a 
generation stack that is based on a unapproved 
load profile. 

• Wait until load is locked down (for what?)  Lock load 
down by Pass 1 or Pass 2. 



12-Month Long-Term Assessment 

Impacts/Pain Points  Mitigations 
• Would decrease member involvement in review and 

approval of models (power flow, NT, and economic). 
• Adopt an approach to streamline member reviews to 

reduce number/length of member reviews while 
retaining quality. 

• Modeling department would need to build power 
flow, NT, and CBA all at same time. 

• Adjust model build schedule to build required models in 
parallel 

• If next cycle starts in month 19, there will be outside 
world model data issues. 

• Narrow scope to tier 1 rather than entire Eastern 
Interconnection and use JOA to keep current with tier 1. 

• 3-month power flow/NT model cycle not allowed 
based on the most recently approved MDWG model 
build schedule. 

• Member approval to revise MDWG model build schedule 
for a 3-month build cycle. 

• Load is not locked down until pass 3, Month 5.  Any 
NT or CBA model prior to this will show a generation 
stack that is based on an unapproved load profile. 

• Lock load down by Pass 1 or Pass 2. 

• Allows very little time for economic model 
development. 

• Develop a process/tool to keep updating the model 
continuously without starting from scratch in each cycle. 

• Resource and siting plans would be impacted as the 
ITP10 study process loses 3 months. 

• Review the scope for ways to simplify the study. 



MDWG

Transactions – TS w/SA & GI w/SA
Load – Load Forecast 50/50
Generation – IPP if Short – New (Most Likely Location*)
Topology
Known Outages > 6 months
Wind Modeled @ Turbine – Dispatched @ 12.1.5.3.g
V (575V)
NTCs

*Add phantom or undesignated  
based on MMWG

-   Standby or Mothballed
-   > 50MVA
-   <1970

---------------------------------------------
Non-detailed synchronous 
generation or condenser

ITPNT

Remove Add Revise
New Generation New TS w/SA Transactions
New Transmission New GI w/SA Wind

TS – Not Rolled Over

Known Generation Retired or Mothballed (turned off)

GI
ITPNT Add
Adjust GI Study Queue
GI – SA to 13 Areas
Sold Amount 1 – 100%, others 20%

TSR

ITPNT Add
Adjust TS Study Queue
TS - SA to
Sold Amount

ITP10
Convert AC Power Flow 
model to PROMOD DC 
model

RCAR
Base Case Compare Case
Remove all new Base Plan        Use current topology
Projects (NTC) after October 1
2005

CBA
ITP10 Data Files CBA (SCED)
Create TARA BID files Dispatch using TARA
Cross reference seasonal Identify new constraints
To Power Flow generation

Interregional

Use base model to 
Make modifications
based on specific 
needs of study
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